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Monochromatic coherent light traversing a disordered photonic medium evolves into a random
field whose statistics is dictated by the disorder level. Here, we demonstrate experimentally that
light statistics can be deterministically tuned in certain disordered lattices even when the disorder
level is held fixed – by controllably breaking the excitation-symmetry of the lattice modes. We exploit
a lattice endowed with disorder-immune chiral symmetry in which the eigenmodes come in skew-
symmetric pairs. If a single lattice site is excited, a ‘photonic thermalization gap’ emerges: the realm of
sub-thermal light statistics is inaccessible regardless of the disorder level. However, by exciting two
sites with a variable relative phase, as in a traditional two-path interferometer, the chiral symmetry
is judiciously broken and interferometric control over the light statistics is exercised, spanning sub-
thermal and super-thermal regimes. These results may help develop novel incoherent lighting sources
from coherent lasers.
In optical interferometry, typically two beams are combined
with a relative phase that sinusoidally modulates the intensity
[1]. This general scenario – fundamental to optics – is depicted
in Fig. 1(a),(b). If the interferometer is replaced by a random net-
work with multiple input and output channels (Fig. 1(c)), varying
the phase between two or more coherent incident fields is not
anticipated to yield interferometric control over the exiting field
when an ensemble of disorder realizations is considered. More-
over, we expect that the higher-order optical statistics, such as the
normalized intensity correlation g(2) = 〈I2〉/〈I〉2, to be altogether
independent of the input phases after traversing this random sys-
tem; I is the intensity and 〈·〉 denotes ensemble averaging [2].
Here, nothing is fluctuating in time but a particular distribution
of the random network is regarded as a single realization of a
statistical ensemble defining a probability space. In certain cases,
modulating the input field via feedback [3, 4] can help control
some features of the output of a random system [5–9]. To date,
such schemes have focused solely on the intensity and not on the
higher-order intensity correlations. A wide range of applications
would be served, however, by exercising facile control over the
photon statistics, ranging from producing laser-driven white light-
ing [10] to generating beams with low-spatial coherence [11, 12]
or non-Rayleigh speckles [13] for bio-imaging.
Here, we report on a class of random photonic networks that
– counter-intuitively – enables deterministic interferometric control
over the light’s statistics without modifying the disorder level of
the network itself. Indeed, by altering the phase between two
mutually coherent input beams, the higher-order correlations of
the emerging light are tailored while maintaining a fixed mean
intensity (Fig. 1(d)). In this scenario, varying the relative input
phase results in sinusoidally modulating g(2) – just as the intensity
in two-path interferometry changes sinusoidally with the phase
(Fig. 1(b)). This remarkable behavior is realized in a class of ran-
dom media constrained by a disorder-immune symmetry known
as ‘chiral symmetry’, whereupon the eigenmodes occur in skew-
symmetric pairs whose eigenvalues are equal in magnitude but
opposite in sign in each realization of the disordered ensemble
[14–16]. In other words, in random photonic networks exhibiting
chiral symmetry, the eigenmodes appear in pairs whose members
are associated with counter-rotating phasors of equal magnitudes
(in the rotating frame that is common to all modes).
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Surprising phenomena emerge in such symmetry-constrained
disordered lattices. Consider illuminating a single lattice site (cor-
responding to one input in Fig. 1(c)), which guarantees that the
modes in each chiral pair are excited with equal weights [17].
Instead of the expected gradual increase in speckle contrast (quan-
tified by g(2)) at the output with increasing disorder, we have
recently predicted that an abrupt climb in g(2) to super-thermal
statistics (g(2) = 3) occurs at asymptotically low amounts of disor-
der, followed by a gradual reduction to thermal or pseudo-thermal
statistics (g(2) = 2) upon increasing the disorder level [18]. Such a
random medium therefore witnesses the emergence of a photonic
thermalization gap: the range of sub-thermal statistics (1 < g(2) < 2)
is inaccessible to traversing light. Observation of this gap is pred-
icated, however, on satisfying the modal excitation-symmetry
condition. Breaking the excitation-symmetry, for example by il-
luminating two sites with a relative phase, allows for g(2) to be
varied above and below the edge of the thermalization gap [18].
We thus introduce a novel form of interferometry, light-statistics
interferometry, that is mediated by the class of disordered systems
endowed with chiral symmetry. Starting with monochromatic
coherent light for which g(2) = 1, coherent control at the input
tunes g(2) at the output above and below the value g(2)=2 upon
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Figure 1 | Light-statistics interferometry in random networks.
(a) Schematic of traditional two-path interferometry. Coherent fields with a
relative phase θ interfere in a deterministic system (depicted here as a
simple beam splitter). (b) The output intensity I varies sinusoidally with θ.
The field remains coherent and g(2)=1. (c) Light-statistics interferometry
in a disordered system. Just as in (a), two coherent fields with relative
phase θ enter the system. (d) While the ensemble averaged intensity 〈I〉
at the output is independent of θ, g(2) varies sinusoidally with it, resulting
in a photon-statistics interferogram.
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2averaging over an ensemble of realizations, thereby spanning the
regimes of sub-thermal and super-thermal statistics [18]. In our
experiments, we demonstrate this principle in a well-controlled
model: a lattice of evanescently coupled identical waveguides
with random couplings (so-called off-diagonal disorder) [19–21].
By illuminating two neighboring waveguides with coherent light
of equal amplitude and variable relative phase, we change the
weights of the excited modes. While some coherent field distri-
butions exploit the symmetry constraints to alleviate the random-
ization effect, others augment the fluctuations of the emerging
light.
I. LATTICE MODEL
Our photonic system is modeled after the generic tight-binding
lattice illustrated in Fig. 2(a). We consider a one-dimensional (1D)
array of identical waveguides (having the same wave number β¯)
with nearest-neighbor-only coupling (Fig. 2(b)). In matrix form,
the dynamics of field propagation in the interaction picture is
given by −i dEdz = HE, where E = {Ex(z)}Nx=−N is a vector con-
taining the complex-field amplitudes at the lattice sites x at axial
position z, and H is the Hamiltonian, a coupling matrix in tri-
diagonal form by virtue of nearest-neighbor-only coupling [17, 22–
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Figure 2 | The lattice model and photonic thermalization gap.
(a) Coupled potential wells with random couplings and fixed site-energies
represent an off-diagonal disordered lattice. Assuming
nearest-neighbor-only coupling, the Hamiltonian H is a tri-diagonal matrix,
which can be rearranged in block off-diagonal form in the interaction
picture, a signature of chiral symmetry. (b) A waveguide array with
off-diagonal disorder is coherently excited at two sites. The color along
the waveguides represents the calculated intensity in a logarithmic scale.
(c) Calculated g(2) at x = 0 as a function of disorder level ∆C. The solid
black line corresponds to single-waveguide excitation (x = 0) in the steady
state (z→ ∞), while dashed lines represent g(2) at zC¯ = 10 when two
neighboring waveguides (x = 0 and 1) are excited, E1(0) = eiθE0(0), for
θ = 0, pi/4, and pi/2. The ensemble size is 105. (d) The mean
mode-excitation amplitudes 〈|cn|〉 are asymmetric (left) around n = 0 for
θ=0 and pi and are symmetric (right) when θ=−pi/2 and pi/2.
25]. The field evolution can be expressed succinctly in terms of
the eigenvalues bn and the orthonormal eigenmodes ϕn(x) of
H, Hϕn(x) = bnϕn(x). If the input field is Ex(0) = ∑n cnϕn(x),
where {cn} are the complex mode-excitation amplitudes, then
Ex(z) = ∑n cnϕn(x)eibnz and the intensity is Ix(z) = |Ex(z)|2. We
may rearrange H here into a block off-diagonal matrix (Fig. 2(a)),
which is a hallmark of chiral ensembles [14–16]: it entails that
the eigenvalues occur in anti-symmetric pairs b−n=−bn and the
associated eigenmodes satisfy ϕ−n(x)=(−1)xϕn(x). We consider
here lattices with off-diagonal disorder having a normalized dis-
order level ∆C=W/C¯, where W is the half-width of a uniform
probability distribution for the random coupling coefficients of
mean C¯. Crucially, the characteristic features of chiral ensembles
are disorder-immune; i.e., they hold for each realization from a
disordered ensemble [16].
II. PHOTONIC THERMALIZATION GAP
Disorder-immune chiral symmetry has a critical impact on the
statistics of light emerging from the lattice [18]. To characterize the
strength of fluctuations in the optical field at lattice site x and axial
position z, we make use throughout of the normalized intensity
correlation [2] g(2)x (z)= 〈I2x(z)〉/〈Ix(z)〉2. As such, coherent light is
characterized by g(2)=1 and incoherent (thermal) light by g(2)=2.
The ranges 1< g(2)< 2 and g(2)>2 delineate by convention sub-
thermal and super-thermal light statistics, respectively.
When a single waveguide is excited with coherent light in a
lattice with off-diagonal disorder, the output field in the same
waveguide exhibits only super-thermal statistics even for small-
sized lattices 2N + 1 & 15. In fact, numerical and theoretical
analyses [18] indicate that in the steady state g(2)→3 when ∆C→
0, while g(2) → 2 when ∆C → 1 (solid black line in Fig. 2(c)).
In other words, a photonic thermalization gap opens up in this
class of disordered lattices: the range of sub-thermal statistics is
inaccessible. In disordered systems lacking chiral symmetry, as in
diagonally disordered lattices [26] (dissimilar waveguides with
identical couplings), the span of sub-thermal statistics is accessible
in the excitation waveguide while the super-thermal is not. In
such lattices, the photonic thermalization gap is absent.
III. CHIRAL-SYMMETRY ACTIVATION
Observing this photonic thermalization gap in a lattice with off-
diagonal disorder is subject, however, to first activating the chiral
symmetry, which requires that the illumination satisfy a symmetric-
excitation condition, |cn|= |c−n|; that is, both modes in each chiral
pair are excited with equal weights. This condition guarantees
that the relative phase between the fields at any two neighboring
sites for all z is always±pi/2, which can be shown to produce only
super-thermal statistics (Appendix). One example that satisfies
this condition is that of single-site excitation described above. On
the other hand, when the mode-excitation is asymmetric, |cn| 6=
|c−n|, then chiral symmetry remains dormant, or is de-activated,
which may allow access to sub-thermal statistics [18]. The phases
between adjacent lattice sites are no longer constrained and can
take on arbitrary values. In fact, the field dynamics in a disordered
lattice with chiral symmetry but broken excitation-symmetry can
resemble that of a lattice lacking chiral symmetry altogether.
A simple field structure that enables tailoring the light statistics
is that of two-site excitation. In our study, we excite neighbor-
ing waveguides at x=0 and 1 coherently with equal amplitudes
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Figure 3 | Experimental setup.
A single-mode coherent beam from a He-Ne laser is split equally in two paths, a phase shift θ is introduced, and the two beams are then imaged into two
neighboring waveguides within an array. The different disorder realizations are produced by translating the waveguide array along x and ensuring that the
input beams are re-aligned for each configuration. After magnification, the waveguide-array output is imaged to a CCD camera, and a single waveguide at
x = 0 is separately imaged to a multimode fiber.
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Figure 4 | The dependence of the output intensity across the lattice on the input relative phase.
(a) Color plots depicting the intensity distributions for 9 different disordered lattice realizations captured by a CCD camera. Each plot represents a single
realization when two input lattice sites illuminated with the relative phase θ=0. (b) An ensemble average obtained from 30 realizations. (c)-(e) Color plots
depicting the output intensity distributions I(x, θ) while varying the input relative phase θ for three different disorder realizations. Each row is generated by
integration along the y-direction of the CCD images (such as those in (a)). The three color plots are normalized to the same peak value. The arrows at
the top identify the input waveguides. (f) The ensemble average (30 realizations) of the intensity distribution 〈I(x, θ)〉. The dashed white lines are guides
to the eye highlighting the variation in the spatial offset of the mean intensity distribution with θ.
and relative phase θ, E1(0) = eiθE0(0) (Fig. 2(b)). In this case,
c±n = ϕn(0)±eiθϕn(1), which satisfies the symmetric-excitation
condition only when θ =±pi/2. Gradually increasing θ from 0
to pi/2, thereby decreasing the violation of excitation-symmetry,
reduces g(2) as depicted in Fig. 2(c) (dashed lines). Excitation-
symmetry is further confirmed directly through the modal decom-
positions shown in Fig. 2(d).
IV. LIGHT-STATISTICS INTERFEROMETRY
The output field amplitude at the center waveguide (x = 0),
E0(z) = E0,0(z)+ ieiθE0,1(z), receives contributions E0,0(z) =
∑Nn=1 φ
2
n(0) cos(bnz) and E0,1(z)=∑
N
n=1 φn(0)φn(1) sin(bnz) from
input sites 0 and 1, respectively, by virtue of the linearity of the
system. The relative phase θ is imposed externally, while the
(pi/2)-phase is a consequence of chiral symmetry. Critically, this
(pi/2)-phase occurs in every realization, such that the mean output
intensity is
〈I0(z)〉 = 〈I0,0(z)〉+ 〈I0,1(z)〉 − 2 sin θ〈E0,0(z)E0,1(z)〉, (1)
where I0,0(z) = |E0,0(z)|2 and I0,1(z) = |E0,1(z)|2 (see Appendix
for the general case of x 6= 0). The last term in Eq. 1 vanishes in
general at all output sites for large z, thereby rendering the mean
intensity an incoherent sum of contributions 〈I0,0(z)〉 and 〈I0,1(z)〉
from the two input sites, which renders the output independent of
θ. The dependence of the output field on θ nevertheless remains
prominent when examining g(2), which has the form
g(2)0 (θ) = α− β cos 2θ. (2)
The result is thus a light-statistics interferogram (Fig. 1(d)) with
period half that of the corresponding intensity interferogram from
a typical deterministic interferometer (Fig. 1(b)). Unlike intensity
interferograms where the visibility captures the relative swing
in values, the absolute values of g(2) are meaningful. The real,
positive constants α and β in Eq. 2 are α = η0g
(2)
0,0 + η1g
(2)
0,1 + 2β
and β= 2〈I0,0 I0,1〉/〈I0〉2, where g(2)0,j is the normalized intensity
correlation at x= 0 due to excitation at site j, ηj = (〈I0,j〉/〈I0〉)2
is the squared fraction of input power contributed by site j, and
I0 = I0,0 + I0,1 is the total input power.
V. EXPERIMENT
The photonic lattice in our experiment is a femtosecond-laser-
written waveguide array [27] consisting of 101 identical 49-mm-
long waveguides with nearest-neighbor evanescent coupling. The
numerical aperture of the waveguides is 0.06 and their average
separation is 17 µm (C¯≈0.71 cm−1 at a wavelength of λ=632 nm).
The waveguide separations are chosen such that the resulting cou-
pling coefficients are uniformly distributed with ∆C≈0.6. Here,
4we note that since the relation between waveguide separation and
coupling coefficient is not linear, the probability distribution of
the waveguide separations is not uniform. Ensemble averaging
is produced by translating the array in the transverse x direction
for 30 realizations [21] (Fig. 3). A laser beam at λ=632 nm is split
into two paths with controllable separation and relative phase,
which are coupled to pairs of adjacent waveguides through a 25×
microscope objective. A CCD camera records the output intensity
distribution after magnification by a factor of 8, while the output
at x=0 is concurrently imaged to a multimode fiber for a precise
power measurement. Samples of the intensity distributions for
different disorder realizations are given in Fig. 4(a) for a relative
phase θ=0. Despite the disorder, the mean intensity distribution
in the vicinity of the excitation waveguides x=0 and 1 is stable
(Fig. 4(b)) as a result of Anderson localization.
We now proceed to exploit coherent control over chiral-
symmetry-breaking to demonstrate light-statistics interferometry –
deterministic tuning of the normalized intensity correlation g(2).
To demonstrate continuous tuning of light statistics, we obtain the
intensity distributions I(x, θ) for each disorder realization while
varying θ in steps of pi/16, three realizations of which are shown
in Fig. 4(c)-(e). Since the different realizations involve translating
the array laterally with respect to the input beams, it is critical
to identify a reliable reference for the phases across all the real-
izations. To address this challenge, we exploit a feature of the
measurements acquired from individual realizations but which
normally disappears after ensemble averaging, namely the inter-
ference term in Eq. 1. This term enables identifying the relative
values of θ between different realizations (modulo a phase of pi;
Appendix).
We evaluate the normalized intensity correlation g(2)0 (θ) us-
ing the intensity measurements collected by the multimode fiber,
and present the experimental photon-statistics interferogram in
Fig. 5(a). We obtain a tuning-range of g(2)0 spanning ≈ 1.7 to 2.4 –
from sub-thermal (g(2)<2) to super-thermal (g(2)>2). Numerical
simulations for an ensemble size of 105 are in good agreement
with the measurements except for a small vertical offset in the
value of g(2)0 . The origin of this discrepancy can be traced to two
effects: the finite size of the measurement ensemble and a mis-
match between the excitation values at the two input waveguides
(which is deduced from the unequal output intensities at x= 0
and 1, Fig. 4(b)). We have simulated the probability distribution
of g(2)0 for a small ensemble size (30 samples; shown in gray scale)
and our experimental result falls within this region. The mean
intensity remains approximately constant with θ throughout this
procedure (Fig. 5(b)). The remaining variation in the measured
intensity is attributed solely to the finite array length.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a new interferometric methodology in
which light statistics (quantified by g(2)) is modulated determinis-
tically – while maintaining a fixed mean intensity – by varying a
relative phase between two coherent fields entering a finite disor-
dered photonic network. In the process, we have confirmed the
first observation of the predicted ‘photonic thermalization gap’
in disordered lattices by virtue of their chiral symmetry[18] – the
disorder-immune feature that lays the foundation for coherent
control of light statistics. By exploiting the thermalization gap
associated with off-diagonal disorder, we coherently activate and
de-activate the excitation-symmetry of the chiral-mode pairs to
produce light whose statistics span the subthermal and superther-
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Figure 5 | Light-statistics interferometry.
(a) The normalized intensity correlation g(2) is deterministically tuned by
varying the input relative phase θ. Simulations (solid line) are in
agreement with the data (squares). The gray shading is the calculated
probability distribution of the expected g(2) values assuming a small
ensemble size of 30 realizations (the size of the experimental ensemble),
while the solid line is the average value of g(2) for an ensemble size of 105
realizations. The red-dashed line corresponds to the edge of the photonic
thermalization gap and separates the sub- and super-thermal regimes.
The dotted line at g(2)=2.35 is the value produced at the output when only
one input lattice site is illuminated (and no tuning is available). (b) The
mean intensity as a function of θ. The small-amplitude oscillation in the
simulation (solid line) is due to the finite array length. The gray shading is
the probability distribution of the mean intensity calculated for a small
ensemble of 30 realizations, while the solid line was calculated for an
ensemble of 105 realizations.
mal regimes across the edge of the thermalization gap.
Further modification of the input excitation can enable tuning
the value of g(2) across all the output lattice sites simultaneously.
This requires illuminating the lattice with uniform intensity and
phase differences of ±pi/2 between neighboring lattice sites [28].
Our strategy can be extended to other on-chip implementations,
such as coupled-resonator chains in which applied random volt-
ages can modulate the couplings between resonators [29] to realize
a versatile platform for dynamical control of light statistics in a
compact device.
Our experiment poses a fundamental question: what classes of
disordered systems permit tuning the output statistics via deter-
ministic and coherent control over the excitation without altering
the system itself? Such systems generalize traditional interferomet-
ric paradigms to statistical quantities that are critical for energy
transport. Because the principle behind coherent control of g(2)
is the existence of a disorder-immune symmetry (the occurrence
of chiral-mode pairs), one can ask whether the approach outlined
here may be implemented in free space to tune the contrast of
5‘chiral-like’ speckled light. Such a tunable source could present a
powerful tool for imaging through turbid media [3, 8, 11, 13, 30–
32]. Finally, our results pave the way to deterministically tuning
the photon-number distributions [33] for low-intensity classical
coherent light and non-classical light such as entangled photon
pairs [34–37] or Fock states [38].
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APPENDIX
1. Data analysis
Since the inter-waveguide separations in a lattice with off-
diagonal disorder are random, the separation between the two
input beams must in turn be varied accordingly for optimal cou-
pling as the array is translated along x. It is therefore critical to
obtain a reliable reference for the relative phase θ across all the real-
izations. To explain our approach, we consider the same excitation
scenario examined in the main text, namely E0(z=0) = eiθE1(0),
but generalize the result to the output fields at x 6=0 and not aver-
age over an ensemble. In general, the output field amplitude at
x,
Ex(z) =
{
iEx,0(z) + eiθEx,1(z), x odd,
Ex,0(z) + ieiθEx,1(z), x even,
receives contributions
Ex,0(z) =
{
∑Nn=1 φn(x)φn(0) sin(bnz), x odd,
∑Nn=1 φn(x)φn(0) cos(bnz), x even,
and
Ex,1(z) =
{
∑Nn=1 φn(x)φn(1) cos(bnz), x odd,
∑Nn=1 φn(x)φn(1) sin(bnz), x even,
from input sites 0 and 1, respectively. The output intensity is
Ix(z; θ) = Ix,0(z) + Ix,1(z)− 2p sin θ
√
Ix,0(z)Ix,1(z), (3)
where Ix,0(z) = |Ex,0(z)|2, Ix,1(z) = |Ex,1(z)|2, and p=±1 varies
randomly for different realizations. The third term in Eq. 3 washes
out after ensemble averaging, but is retained in individual realiza-
tions, such as those shown in Fig. 4(c)-(e). What this interference
term entails is that along each waveguide in the individual real-
izations (not necessarily only x = 0) an intensity interferogram
emerges with θ. The maxima and minima of these interferograms
in all waveguides and all realizations can then be ‘lined up’ to
ensure that θ is calibrated with respect to the same origin. There
remains the factor p in Eq. 3 which shifts the interferogram along
θ by pi randomly from one realization to another, so that our phase
reference is in actuality modulo-pi. Although further symmetries
in the individual realizations can be exploited to resolve this final
ambiguity, we have found that it does not affect the value of g(2)
resulting from averaging over the statistical ensemble.
2. Chi-squared distribution
In probability theory, the sum of the squares of k independent
random variables all of which have Gaussian probability distribu-
tions is a random variable characterized by a chi-squared proba-
bility distribution with k-degrees of freedom [39]. For Gaussian
distributions with zero mean and unity variance, the chi-squared
distribution has a variance of 2k and mean of k. Consequently, the
normalized intensity correlation is given by
g(2) = 1 +
2
k
, k = 1, 2, · · · .
When the excitation-symmetry condition is satisfied (θ=±pi/2)
in a lattice with off-diagonal disorder, the phase constraint de-
scribed in the main text dictates that the resulting field in any
waveguide depends on a single random variable, k = 1, and
thus g(2) = 3 (super-thermal statistics). Alternatively, When the
eigenmode-pairs are excited anti-symmetrically (θ=0 or pi), the
field is complex and the real and imaginary components have
identical probability density distributions. In this case, the inten-
sity is the sum of the amplitude-squared of these two random
variables, k = 2, which entails that g(2)=2 (thermal statistics)[2].
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